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SOL?? 02 the p r i n c i p d  results of  a exTer3en; designed t o  
inveszigate the properties of the solar w5mi und its interact ion 
ifizh tke geor2gnezic f i e l d  are dlsc-ilssed. 3.e PA%:: objective of 
x>e e-eriz-ent :Tas ZG x a s i l r e  xhe ener,v ;ser z2iz ckerge m2 gross 
5 l w . r  c?-z-acteristics of t h e  gc s l t i v e  :on cGz.or-er-z of xke inciCen-, 
2lasxa as a I'vaction of ra&.lai d l suaxe  I'ro- zkie earth. 3:s e q e r i -  
:LCX was carried out on tke Dz-i  (&plorer 13) spacec rd t  m i n g  a 
curved s l a t e  e lec t ros ta t ic  a ~ a l y z e r .  
Yr-e s a t e l l i t e  was launched f r o -  C q e  Keariedy l n t o  8 highly eccen- 
t r i c  o rb i t  of &out 31 ear th  radii a2ogee on Novezber 26, 1963, with 
%n, i n i t i a l  sm-earth-zpogee angle of agroxlrizteiy 27' i n  the dawn 
hemisphere. Plasra observations indicaw tkzt three d i s t inc t  regions 
of space vere traversed by :he saze l l ixe .  'The first WES t k e  geo- 
magnetic czvizy where no ;slasma was observed within the d p a x l c  
r c g e  of the instmxenz. "he second was t'ne region o? xarbfilenz 
plas,m, flow associated wikh the izteraction Set-,Teen the s o l a r  wind 
and the geomzgnetic f i e ld .  The zh i rd  was iazerplanetary space 
where t'ne f r e e  streaming s o l a  w k d  was observed. The r e su l t s  
presented cover the f l rs t  2-1/2 zonths of satellite 1iI"e. 
"ne plasm, da?;a ob-ziined in In teq lazezary  space revealed zhzt 
3 ?;he s o l a r  wind denslty rarely exceeded 3 ions GIG- . T L ~  free-s t rean 
* 
. .  
large increase i n  the  entro2y of ti=? -3lesr~z as ccrr,szed t o  iztter- 
planetary space. 
charac te r i s t ics  E S  t'le s?acecre?t 2assed zkro-,igL %is rec'on 32s 
Careful exminztion 05 the cl?ange i n  the  p1as.m 
allotred t k e  ext rex i t ies  of t'ne t rzcsl t ior .  reg ion  bo-LQderies t o  3e 
extensively r q p e 2 .  Tne Cata revealed t h a t  t o - : ~ - d  t h e  s $ w o l a  
poifi t  t'ne outer b o ~ r d a r y  of t h e  t rans i t ion  region vas located 
sox? 4 t o  3 ear th  r a d i i  u2streax 3 r m  t h e  mgr-?tos$ieric bc-" u-Ldery 
the earth-sun liae. 
from the siiosoi= point rurmirg qqrox in i t e ly  p a r a l l e l  t o  t'r,e ear th -  
The geozagi?ezic cavity T T ~ S  seen t o  f l a r e  out 
l i n e  f o r  angles grezter t'rEn L D O ' ~  130" to 143' f r o 2  tke su-Dsolar 
No inZ,icatior, of c l o s u e  of the t e i l  of the ~*~,gaetos_shere poifit. 
wes observed. 
l i g h t  of pre  sent theory. 
The t r a m i t i o n  region observaTions are  discussed i n  
E-qe rhen t s  03 2 Izilr?-ber of s a t e l i i ze s  and deep ssace probes 
launched since 1938 have sho?m t h a t  'Uke geCY&@etiC Tield extends on 
t h e  s ~ ~ i i z  s l c e of t'ie ear-ck: to distezces of sorae 8 GO 12 ezrt'n r e d i i  
efid 02 t he  night side of tke ezrz'?, t o  cons:dera3ly f a t h e r  Zstances.  
:/easurexents rade  by tkese e a r l i e r  s2zcecraft revealed aoc only t3e 
b o ~ . ~ d ~ y  of the geocagnetic f i e l d  bi;t also icdica:eZ the cozsideraL2.e 
codqlexity of the terL?ina?;ion pocess .  
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1. LrsixLxenzzLion 
P L G ~  inst-ruzent, shom sckemticrlLy I n  Figme 1, vas a curved +. 1
p l a t e  e l ec t ros t a t i c  probe designed t o  detect and znalyze the  posi t ive 
ion c o q o n e n t  of tke inciiient plasxa. rTr ine x 5 i e n t  glasra can be 
cor,sidered 8 s  Incident a t  its streaTing or bul2 velocity on t he  
e3er tu -e  of the  pro-De. 
s p x e ,  the 2ro3e velocity T ; T ~ S  - Z ~ ~ G X Z C ~  co-qzped to t%e glas~a 
velocity.  
qxzdrisgherical eaalyzer p l r t e s .  
> l r t e s  ~ i z s  a col lector  r a k i t a l n e d  .z: q~ro:&:zzely s2acecrrl ' t  gr0-c.d 
po ten t i a l .  
filthoag'a t 3 e  s2ececraft w a s  t r rn s i a t ing  Ir, 
Behin2 the  0.3 ex2 e2ertu-e ? e r e  zomted two concentric 
Beyond tke e x i t  a2erzure of these 
A 14-steg cycl ic  staPrcrse vo~tzse, S'~-GSZ? 12 a lg-ze 2 ,  
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coordinates the spacecraft spin axis w a s  pointing approxbately 44 below 
the e c l i p t i c  and, as viewed f romthe  north e c l i p t i c  pole, the projection 
of the spin vector i n  the ec l ip t i c  plane made an angle of 239' measured 
counterclockwise from the spacecraft sun l ine .  The plane of symmetry 
of the  plasma probe scan w a s  t he  plane normal t o  t he  spin axis, i.e., 
the  spacecraft equatorial  plane. 
111. EXPERIMEKWG RESULTS 
The r e su l t s  obtained f r o m  IMP-I lead t o  a natural  divis ion of 
spsce traversed by t h e  spacecraft i n t o  three d i s t inc t  regions as 
observed i n  a fixed earth-sun coordinate system. The f i r s t  region 
corresponds t o  t h a t  portion of space surrounding the  ear th  within 
which the  solar wind confines the ordered geomagnetic f i e l d  [Parker, 
1nc;nl mmr7 r r k q n k  n r r n f m i n -  ;n +hn r ~ r n l i +  hamicnhavo 3% less t ,  3 A?)>, a r r u  rl***L** b"*IUcL*1*" , **I " A I L  " - I I I u  "L".-L"yL'b* L. 
well-defined high energy charged p a r t i c l e  trapping region [Frank 
e t  al., 19631. 
t i o n  between the  boundary of the  magnetosphere and interplanetary 
space, and the  t h i r d  corresponds t o  interplanetary space. 
The second region i s  defined by the  region of t rans i -  
The plasma data obtained i n  interplanetary space indicated a 
r e l a t ive ly  uniform plasma velocity compared t o  data obtained i n  the 
t r ans i t i on  region where the flow w a s  usually much more turbulent.  
Tne experimental results which follow are presented f i rs t  f o r  in te r -  
planetary space dur ing  both quiet and magnetically disturbed times 
and then for  t he  t r ans i t i on  region. The interplanetary data are 
reported only i n  terms of the gross features  and charac te r i s t ics  
that are essential fo r  interpreting the  t r ans i t i on  region data 
which, i n  turn,  are covered i n  greater de ta i l .  
of the  interplanetary results and the correlat ion of these r e su l t s  
with s o l a r  and geophysical phenomena i s  now i n  preparation. 
A more extensive report  
1. Interplanetary Observations 
Of the  33 orb i t s  for which d a t a  are reported here, only during 
portions of the first 21  o rb l t s  d i d  The spacecraft, w i t h  reasonable 
cer ta inty,  penetrate the space beyond the  t r ans i t i on  region. 
these f i rs t  21 o rb i t s  t he  spacecraft w a s  beyond the  t r ans i t i on  region 
f o r  a t o t a l  time of approximately 1,396 hours. 
period plasma w a s  observed f o r  a t o t a l  of 961 hours or 68.9% of the  
time. For the  time when plasma was not observed, it i s  most l i k e l y  
t h a t  the  occasional decrease of f lux below threshold w a s  due t o  the  
veloci ty  and temperature of the s o l a r  wind being such t h a t  the energy 
spectrum f e l l  between the  energy/unit charge windows of the  plasma 
During 
During t h i s  time 
probe. It seems clear  t h a t  the almost continuous observation of 
plasma by the  Mariner 2 p l a s m  probe [Neugebauer and Snyder, 19621, 
which apparently had broader energy coverage than the  IMP-I instru- 
ment discussed here, indicates that the vanishing of f lux  i n  inter-  
planetary space observed on IMP-I w a s  not due s imp ly  t o  t he  decrease 
of solar  wind flux below the sens i t iv i ty  of the  plasma probe. 
The f lux  and velocity of solar plasm. observed beyond the t rans i -  
t i o n  region ranged i n  general f r o m  lo6 t o  lo7 ions 
energy channel (&/E 
h / s e c  during r e l a t ive ly  quiet  periods. 
f l ux  and velocity generally ranged from lo7 t o  lo8 ions cmm2 sec- l  
sec-’per 
8$) and from l e s s  than 300 t o  less than 570 
During disturbed times the  
per  energy channel and from 570 t o  730 h / s e c .  
planetary solas wind velocity observed on I"-I during the  period 
covered by th i s  report  w a s  378 h / s e c .  If the  small LG/E f o r  t h i s  
instrument i s  taken i n t o  account, t he  above values are i n  general 
agreement w i t h  t he  t o t a l  posi t ive ion flux ranges reported by Gringauz 
[1961] during the L u n a  2 and Venus Probe f l i g h t s  i n  September 1959, 
and February 1961, respectively. They are a l so  i n  general agreement 
w i t h  t he  t o t a l  f luxes and veloci t ies  given by Neugebauer and Snyder 
E19621 from the plasma observations during the f l i g h t  of Mariner 2 
and the  observations of Woife and Silva [I9641 on Explorer 14 during 
the October 7 ,  1962 storm. 
The average inter-  
Fig. 8 < Figure 8 shows the plasma probe data obtained during the second 
outbound pass of t he  spacecraft. I n  t h i s  par t icu lar  o rb i t  the l i n e  
of apsides w a s  approximateiy 31" f r o m  iiie S U ~ S O I . ~  p02r;t tc::z,rii t h e  
dawn side of the  earth. 
t o  lo-= -ere f o r  the four lowest analyzer voltage s teps  i s  p lo t ted  
as a function of the  geocentric distance i n  ear th  r a d i i  and universal  
time. The observed ion current i s  approximately proportional t o  the  
incident ion flux. For a normal incidence p a r a l l e l  beam i n  the 600- 
vo l t  channel, ampere corresponds t o  approximately 3 X lo5 protons 
cm-2 sec 
ion  current w a s  infrequently observed i n  the channels above 3740 vo l t s  
(846 k / s e c  fo r  protons), par t icular ly  i n  interplanetary space. 
ion  current observed i n  the  three sectors of ro ta t ion  have been p lo t ted  
and are  ident i f ied by the legend. 
2 contained the  probe-sun l ine .  
A 
The ion current over the range from logL4 
-1 . Only the four lowest voltage leve ls  are p lo t ted  since 
The 
Recall from Figure 6 that sector 
I n  the second outbound pass, plasma w a s  first observed between 
10 and 11 ear th  r a d i i  as indicated by the appearance of ion current 
i n  a i l  of the four lowest energy channels. Then, between 15 and 16 
ear th  r a d i i  there  w a s  a def in i te  s h i f t  of f l u x  t o  only the  600-v01t 
channel with the majority of flu appearing i n  sector 2 which 
contained the  solar  direction. There was ,  however, a small but 
f i n i t e  f lux i n  sector 1. For t h i s  orb i t  sector 1 viewed an angular 
sweep from approximately 67' t o  179' measured counterclockwise from 
the  solar direct ion as viewed looking down on the  spacecraft spin 
axis. 
direct ion and thus seems t o  indicate the a r r i v a l  of a low l eve l  
flux of approximately solar wind velocity from the  general direct ion 
of earth.  It i s  important t o  note t h a t  the sudden shif t  of the 
bulk of the f l u x  from the 600-voit t o  the 1700-volt channel a t  0400 
UT on December 2, 1963 (Figure 8) was  accompanied by a corresponding 
s h i f t  of the  f lux  i n  sector 1 providing confidence i n  the  va l id i ty  
of t h i s  measurement. 
i n  sector 3 .  Careful examination of th i s  sector 1 current indicates 
that  it w a s  most l i k e l y  caused by the  0.1 second time constant of 
the  amplifier. The direction of ro ta t ion  of the  spacecraft dictated 
the  scan of sector 1 subsequent t o  the scan of sector 2. It there- 
fo re  w a s  quite probable that the  r e l a t ive ly  high voltage signals 
developed by the amplifier, as  a r e su l t  of the  high ion f luxes 
incident from the general direction of the sun (sector  2 )  , would 
not have completely decayed t o  zero at  the beginning of the scan i n  
sector  1. Since the  c i r c u i t  i s  peak reading it would have reported 
Except when near perigee, sector 1 included the  probe-earth 
Note a l so  the almost complete lack of flux 
16 
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t h i s  residual voltage as the peak current i n  sector 1, provided no 
higher ion f lux  was observed during the actual  scan i n  the  remainder 
of sector 1. 
A t  2113 UT on December 2, 1963 (Figure 8) the  spacecraft w a s  
close t o  apogee. A t  t h i s  time there w a s  an apparent sudden increase 
i n  ion f lux  i n  the 1700-volt channel by about an order of magnitude. 
This rapid f lux  increase w a s  followed i n  approximately three minutes 
by a sudden impulse type magnetic s t o r m  as  observed by worldwide 
ground magnetometer stations.  The data obtained during the  complete 
t h i r d  orb i t ,  Figures 9 and 10, reveal the higher solar wind velocity 
which pers is ted i n  interplanetary space subsequent t o  the storm 
commencement on December 2, 1963. This i s  indicated by the ion 
current i n  the higher energy channels. Figure 9 shows that a peak 
NIll ac'c; (c I p -  v u b  ciiarrnei) w a s  reached between VelOCi-tjr =f 7nn L- I--- nvnn ----L w v c I  
1100 and 2100 UT on December 5, 1963. The detailed discussion of 
t h i s  storm and i t s  probable recurrence approximately 30 days l a t e r  
i s  reserved f o r  a forthcoming report. 
The majority of the data revealed that i n  interplanetary space, 
i .e. ,  beyond the t rans i t ion  region, there were fluctuations i n  the 
apparent ion flux from one measurement t o  the next which sometimes 
were a s  large as a factor  of 5. This i s  i l l u s t r a t e d b y t h e  data 
obtained fo r  the second outbound pass shown i n  Figure 8 and again 
for  the l a t t e r  pa r t  of the t h i r d  orbi t  (28 t o  16 ear th  radii) shown 
i n  Figure 10. During more disturbed times, i . e . ,  a t  times of 
high so lar  wind velocity, the apparent f l u  tended t o  f luctuate  by 
more than order of magnitude. This i s  clear ly  i l l u s t r a t ed  i n  
the  t h i r d  outbound pass shown i n  Figure 9. However, at  the times of 
high f l u x  f o r  several  hours following the i n i t i a l  impulse a t  2113 UT 
on December 2 (data not shown), the f luctuat ions were generally much 
l e s s  than an order of magnitude. 
It seems highly improbable t h a t  these f luctuat ions were due t o  
var ia t ions i n  t o t a l  density of the solar  wind. This i s  p a r t i a l l y  
supported by the f a c t  that when interplanetary plasma w a s  observed 
simultaneously i n  more than one energy channel, these f luctuat ions 
were generally incoherent. I n  addition, the  idea of continuous large 
magnitude osc i l la t ions  i n  plasma density i s  unappealing due t o  the 
profound e f f ec t  such a phenomena would have on the geomagnetic f i e l d  
and which would most cer ta in ly  be observable w i t h  ground magnetometers. 
It i s  a l so  unlikely that  these fluctuations were due t o  sudden changes 
i n  the  angle of incidence of t he  solar wind. This la t ter  poss ib i l i t y  
i s  ruled out by the  f a c t  that the plasma probe had a large angular 
acceptance i n  the spacecraft polar plane and t h a t  t he  instrument w a s  
a peak reading device on a spinning vehicle. 
have been some contribution t o  these f luctuat ions from ac tua l  inten- 
s i t y  changes i n  the incident flux, it i s  most l i k e l y  that the  major 
contribution w a s  from re l a t ive ly  small changes i n  the  solar  wind 
veloci ty  and/or temperature. Because of the  high resolut ion i n  
energy/unit charge of the instrument, only minor changes of velocity 
would have been required t o  produce rather  large changes i n  the  
apparent flux. 
energy from the  nominal f o r  a 600-ev monoenergetic proton beam would 
have decreased the  output i n  the  ~ O O - V O ~ ~  channel by a fac tor  of 5. 
Although there  may 
For example, a deviation of only 2 t o  3$ i n  
_ _ _ ~  
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Since, however, the solar wind was most cer ta inly not monoenergetic, 
the actual  energy shif t  required to  produce these fluctuations would 
have had t o  be larger  than the above percentages. During periods of 
high f lux  associated with the i n i t i a l  phase of disturbances, the 
energy spectrum of the incident interplanetary solar  wind would 
probably have been much more broad because of the higher temperature 
of the plasma. 
shifts  i n  velocity with t h i s  instrument. T h i s  probably accounts f o r  
the smoother appearance of the ion current observed during some of 
the more disturbed periods i n  the l i f e  of the IMP-I spacecraft at  
t i m e s  of high solar  wind flux. 
This would have prevented the observation of minor 
2. The Transition Region 
For the purposes of this paper the t ransi t ion region i s  defined 
as tha t  volume of space bounded by the outer limit of the ear th 's  
magnetosphere on one hand and interplanetary space on the other. 
It i s  cautioned, however, that  the  above definit ion i s  by no means 
exact since the positions of the bounding surfaces are themselves 
often inexact. 
t o  as the magnetopause) i s  taken to  be that surface which confines the  
well-ordered geomagnetic f i e l d  [Cahill and Amazeen, 19631 and, i n  the 
s u n l i t  hemisphere near the equatorial plane at leas t ,  a f a i r l y  w e l l -  
defined high.energy par t ic le  trapping region [Frank e t  al., 19631. 
It was  below t h i s  surface tha t  the NASA/Ames Plasma experiment on 
IMP-I observed no ion f lux  within the dynamic range of the instrument. 
The boundary o f  the magnetosphere (commonly referred 
O f  a l l  the s a t e l l i t e  passes i n  which plasma w a s  observed by th i s  
detector,  the vast majority show a ra ther  sharp cutoff i n  plasma f l u x  
associated w i t h  the  magnetopause. 
anomalous i n  that they revealed a gradual ra ther  than sharp decrease 
i n  ion flux a t  the  magnetopause and, i n  a few passes, pa r t i cu la r ly  
beyond a sun-earth-probe angle of goo, indicated a t rans ien t  behavior 
f o r  t h i s  boundary. The outer boundary of the t r ans i t i on  region w a s  
more d i f f i c u l t  t o  define because of i t s  frequently diffuse and eva- 
ne scent appearance 
Several passes, however, were 
O f  the  33 orb i t s  of IMP-I covered i n  t h i s  paper it i s  probable 
that  only fo r  the f irst  21 orb i t s  d i d  the spacecraft penetrate i n t o  
interplanetary space beyond the t rans i t ion  region. 
first orb i t ,  the  outer boundary of t he  t r ans i t i on  region w a s  beyond 
After the twenty- 
with these 21  orb i t s ,  12 passes showed a rather  sharp outer boundary 
while i n  28 passes the boundary was t o  varying degrees nebulous and 
i n  at l e a s t  two passes almost indeterminate. 
In  those passes that showed a well-defined t r ans i t i on  region, 
the  data revealed extremely chaotic plasma flow characterized by 
Figs, 
d i rec t ion  of incidence and flux amplitude. Figures 11, 12, and 13 
high temperatures (broad energy spectra) and va r i ab i l i t y  i n  the 
i l l u s t r a t e  three of the more dramatic examples of a f a i r l y  well- \I3 
defined t r ans i t i on  region. Figure 11, which shows the r e s u l t s  obtained 
during the  seventeenth inbound pass , i l l u s t r a t e s  t he  appearance of 
t h e  t r ans i t i on  region during disturbed times. A gradual commence- 
ment geomagnetic storm occurred during th i s  pass a t  approximately 
I .  
0830 UT on January 31, 1964, when the spacecraft w a s  a t  approximately 
24 earth radii. 
observed i n  the 1700-volt channel only. 
15.7 earth radii, the ion flux was observed t o  shift suddenly from 
the single channel at  1700 volts t o  a very broad energy spectrum 
associated w i t h  the simultaneous appearance of flux i n  a l l  four 
channels w i t h  large fluctuations i n  both flux and direction of inci- 
dence. 
c ra f t  reached 11.3 earth r a d i i .  
Subsequent t o  t h i s  storm beginning, the plasma w a s  
When the spacecraft reached 
This w a s  followed by a sharp cutoff of plasma when the space- 
Figure 12, showing the thirteenth inbound pass, i l l u s t r a t e s  an 
example of a case where beyond the boundary of the t ransi t ion region 
the plasma velocity and temperature were probably such that the result- 
ing energy spectrum f e l l  entirely between the energy windows of the 
&tec.for. 
r a d i i  and shortly thereafter i n  the other three channels. 
f luctuations i n  the direction of incidence are  clearly seen i n  Figure 
12 following the gradual s torm beginning which occurred while the 
spacecraft was embedded i n  the t ransi t ion region. 
boundary for  this pass w a s  very sharply defined by the plasma cutoff 
a t  8.4 earth radii .  
the magnetopause fo r  th i s  thirteenth inbound pass t o  contraction of 
the  en t i re  magnetosphere caused by an increased plasma pressure 
associated with the storm. 
13 again i l l u s t r a t e s  the appearance of the t ransi t ion region during 
the onset of geomagnetic activity. The daily sum of the three hour 
$ indices increased from 8- on January 23, 1964, t o  20 on January 
24, 1964 [Lincoln, 19641. 
r"lasn-& tiieii appea=ed iii tiie & ~ v o ~ t -  cha*iiiei ut 15.2 ea%th 
Larger 
The magnetospheric 
We attribute the anomalously low al t i tude for 
The f i f teenth inbound pass shown i n  Figure 
The onset  of t h i s  ac t iv i ty  w a s  coincident 
- 
i 
I 
with the passage of the spacecraft in to  the t ransi t ion region near 
xnnchight on January 23. 
the large var iabi l i ty  i n  flux and angle of incidence of the plasma, 
as well as an indication of a fairly broad energy spectrum, i s  evident 
f romthe data. 
Although the  geomagnetic ac t iv i ty  was  minor, 
Tie above three examples of a well-defined t ransi t ion region are  
t o  be contrasted w i t h  the l e s s  dramatic appearance of the t rans i t ion  
region observed during the second outbound, t h i r d  outbound, and 
t h i r d  inbound passes shown i n  Figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively. 
This comparison i s  particuiarly noteworthy since over the en t i re  
t h i r d  orbi t  both the solar wind velocity and the planetary A-index 
reached higher values than at almost any other period during the 
three months of observation by IMP-I. 
t o  be a lower temperaiure, l e s s  iuierise flux, aiii iriiicii less -m,i-L&Llitji- 
i n  flow direction i n  the t ransi t ion region during these ear ly  orb i t s  
as compared t o  the thirteenth,  f if teenth,  or seventeenth inbound 
passes. The t ransi t ion region data during quiet times, i.e., a t  
times of low solar wind velocity and low Ap, reveal plasma flow 
characterist ics quite similar t o  those of orb i t s  2 and 3. 
these quiet periods, however, the energy spectra observed i n  the 
t rans i t ion  region are  shifted t o  lower energies. 
The main difference appears 
During 
Although the lowest calibrated voltage step corresponded t o  60& 
ev energy acceptance for  protons, the instrument w a s  capable of 
observing lower energy ions within certain limits. 
sampling at  the 600-volt l eve l  the high voltage across the analyzer 
Following data 
plates  was allowed t o  decay t o  zero i n  order t o  provide a background 
check (step 14 i n  Figure 2). 
constant of the power supply for  t h i s  step (approximately one second), 
Because of the relat ively long time 
there w a s  a small residual voltage across the analyzer p la tes  during 
the next rotation of the spacecraft. This residual voltage corresponded 
t o  a proton energy acceptance which ranged from approximately 25 t o  
100 ev depending on the direction of a r r iva l  of the ions within the 
sector of azimuthal rotation being examined at  the time. 
ion current i n  th i s  background channel w a s  frequently observed i n  
Significant 
the t ransi t ion region but rarely in  interplanetary space. Low energy 
ions were observed i n  the t ransi t ion region, however, only under 
specific circumstances. They were always present when the free- stream 
solar wind velocity was low, i.e., when the majority of the inter-  
piarietaizy L L U  was ucIvw uuF; ____-_ _ -  !!key were also m ~ . . . .  ---- ~-i-.- +L- i7nntrni+ nhannei - 
usually observed when the spacecraft w a s  located within the t ransi-  
t i on  region a t  the time of the onset of geomagnetic disturbances. 
A significant flux of low energy ions was never observed i n  the t ransi-  
t i o n  region (at times other than the onset of disturbances) when the 
interplanetary solar wind velocity w a s  high, i.e., above the 1700- 
vol t  channel. 
Fig. 14  < Figure 14  shows the average energy spectrum obtained i n  the 
t rans i t ion  region during the seventeenth inbound pass (see Figure 11). 
This spectrum w a s  derived by averaging the current i n  each energy 
8 
channel i n  sector 2 across the entire t ransi t ion region. The width 
of the bars represents the f u l l  width a t  half maximum values of energy 
acceptance for  each channel. The l i nes  a t  approximately 12,000 and 
13,800 indicate the energylunit charge acceptance of the two highest 
channels and shows that no current w a s  observed i n  these channels. 
Spectra a l so  obtained f o r  sectors 1 and 3 f o r  this t r ans i t i on  region 
pass showed a shape similar t o  that  i n  Figure 14 but with great ly  
reduced intensi t ies .  
derived by dividing the various channel in tens i t ies  shown i n  Figure 14 
When the different ia l  energy spectrum w a s  
by t h e i r  appropriate window widths, it became clear  that the peak of 
the spectrum w a s  below the 600-voit channel. Examination of the back- 
ground channel fo r  this  pass reveals no significant current and thus 
indicates that the peak of the spectrum lay somewhere between 100 and 
600 volts,  i .e. ,  between 140 and 340 km/sec for  protons. Since 
the en t i re  interplanetary spectrum must have been between 600 and 
2970 vol t s (s igni f icant f1ux  only i n  the 1700-volt channel p r io r  t o  
represents a decrease i n  velocity by a factor  of about 2 t o  4 as the 
solar  wind passed from a f ree  streaming condition in to  the t ransi-  
t i o n  region. Estimates of the ion temperature i n  the moving frame 
of reference of the wind reveal an increase i n  temperature from 
less than lo5 OK i n  interplanetary space t o  more than lo6 OK i n  
the  t rans i t ion  region with the development of w h a t  appears t o  be a 
large nonthermal t a i l  i n  the ion energy distribution. 
I n  summary, the t rans i t ion  region consistently showed a lower 
plasma velocity, higher temperature, and greater va r i ab i l i t y  i n  
flow direction compared t o  the interplanetary solar wind chazacter- 
i s t i c s .  I n  association w i t h  the onset of geomagnetic disturbances 
these t rans i t ion  region characterist ics became even more pronounced, 
par t icu lar ly  i n  terms of high temperature and great va r i ab i l i t y  i n  
the direction of flow. 
direction w a s  observed t o  change over large angles, point by point 
measurements almost always showed that the ion f lux  w a s  peaked i n  one 
of the three azimuthal sectors of rotation. 
of the time sector 2 w a s  the  peak f lux  sector. 
the ion flow direction i n  the spacecraft equatorial  plane usually 
w a s  contained within the angular l imi t s  shown i n  Figure 6 fo r  the 
sector containing the probe-sun l ine.  This r e su l t  i s  significant 
i n  t ha t  it appears t o  be a direct  contradiction t o  the nearly isotropic  
ion flux i n  the t rans i t ion  region [Bridge e t  a l . ,  19641 observed by 
the YXT plasma probe on th i s  same IMP-I spacecraft. The reason f o r  
It i s  emphasized that although the ion flow 
By far the  majority 
This indicates that 
3 .  apparenlt disagi-eei-fie*it “uet-w-een t’tiese A*-- -. --A-.---+ --..~,-....-..,.l.l.v 
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measuring the  same parameters, i s  as yet unknown. 
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IV. DISCUSSION OF RESWS 
A s  w a s  the  case w i t h  the presentation of the data, the discussion 
of the r e su l t s  i s  divided in to  two sections. 
w i t h  the  observations i n  interplanetary space. 
by a more extensive discussion of the  observations i n  the t rans i t ion  
region. . 
The first deals b r i e f l y  
This i s  followed 
1. Discussion of Interplanetary Observations 
The r e s u l t s  of the  interplanetary measurements generally confirm 
t h e  findings of ea r l i e r  measurements, especially those of Neugebauer 
- and Snyder [1962] regarding the parameters that characterize the  
solar wind. Estimates of density values for the ionic c q o n e n t  of 
the solar wind derived fran this experiment rarely exceeded 1 t o  3 
ions cm-" except i n  association with geomagnetic disturbances. 
time velocit ies generally ranged f'rm l e s s f than  300 t o  less than 570 
Quiet 
km/sec with a velocity increase t o  560 t o  750 Inn/sec during geomagnet- 
i ca l ly  disturbed times. 
The scmewhat coarse quantization of the velocity data i n  this 
experiment was required by the limited telemetry and did not allow 
a concise representation of the velocity spectrum. On the other 
hand, since the spacecraft executed a spinning motion, scanning over 
the ce l e s t i a l  sphere took place and we are  able t o  discuss the question 
of large changes i n  direction of the incident flux. In t h i s  regard 
it i s  clear that at  no t i m e  was a significant flux observed outside 
of sector 2 (the sector containing the solar direction) when the 
spacecraft was in the f ree  interplanetary stream. This result is 
i n  complete agreement with the sanewhat limited observations of the 
Explorer 14 plasma probe [Wolfe and Silva, 19641 which showed the 
interplanetary plasma t o  be incident always from the solar direction 
within the 18' quantization of the Explorer 14 telemetry system, 
Evidently the narrow energy windows, separated by gaps, were 
responsible fo r  the nonobservation of the solar wind f lux  fo r  
about 308 of the time. 
function was narrow and the mean velocity of the stream centered 
Thus, when the velocity distribution 
between two energy Windows, apparent disappearance of the solar wind 
flux was  l ikely.  This conclusion is strpported by the f a c t  that  ion 
current was always observed during the i n i t i a l  phase of a geomagnetic 
storm when the velocity spectrum broadened. 
It has been previously stated that the individual velocity 
measurements obtained with the DIP-I plasma probe were s a n e w h a t  
coarse as a resu l t  of the quantization of the analyzer voltage. 
quantization uncertainty may be expected t o  become s t a t i s t i c a l l y  
insignificant, however, if the velocity i s  averaged over a suff ic ient ly  
long period. 
wind velocity obtained during the first 21 orb i t s  of DIP-I (Noveniber 27, 
1963 t o  February 15, 1964). 
km/sec and it represents a time weighted average which took into 
account only that portion of the time the IMP-I s a t e l l i t e  was actually 
i n  interplanetary space. 
implications of t h i s  average velocity. 
This 
I n  this regard consider the average interplanetary solar 
"his velocity was determined t o  be 378 
It is interesting t o  consider some of the 
It has long been theorized 
[Parker, 19581 that the consequences of solar rotation and the efflux 
cf icnizefi g=s frna ngn f ie l f i  free reginn QQ ?$e SClLr  c t . ~ ~ q & r ~  
would produce an interplanetary magnetic f i e l d  structure resembling 
an Archimedean spiral .  
magnetic f i e l d  would then be a m c t i o n  of the angular velocity of 
the solar atmosphere, the solar wind velocity, and the distance from 
the sun at which the sp i ra l  angle is being considered. "be eqec ted  
spiral angle at  the orbi t  of earth far a 378 km/sec solar wind velocity 
would be approximately 470. This i s  the 'average' acute angle that 
the interplanetary f i e l d  l ines,  regardless of polarity,  w o u l d  be 
expected t o  make with the earth-sun l i n e  i n  the ec l ip t i c  plane as 
measured clockwise when viewed from the north ec l ip t i c  pole. 
the  above spiral angle was calculated assuming photospheric detacbment 
The resulting spiral angle of the interplanetary 
. 
Note that 
of the ejected solar gas. 
radii, however, would not appreciably d t e T  the expected sp i r a l  angle. 
Corotation of the corona t o  several solar 
The 47' sp i r a l  angle, calculated from consideration of the solas 
wind alone, i s  evidently about midvalued between the 30' t o  70' limits 
f o r  the most preferred sp i ra l  angle of the interplanetary magnetic 
f ie ld  (regardless of polar i ty)  observed by the IMP-I magnetometer 
over t h i s  same t i m e  period [Ness and Wilcox, 19651. 
that the above correlation of average quantit ies i s  somewhat nebulous 
and comparisons of solar wind velocit ies and magnetic f i e l d  orienta- 
t ions  over a shorter time period (preferably during nondisturbed 
conditions) are necessmy i n  order t o  provide information on the 
detailed correspondence of the spiral angle and the streaming velocity. 
Perhaps a more meaningfa consequence of a 378 h / s e c  average 
It i s  cautioned 
-I&- anlo- w i n A  ..&*I vnln,-++v .w----"& is +_ha+. it. _rep_re.~eat.fi n j  sytamnp~. fii_?_n_..enrth_ prqw~.- 
t i o n  time of 4.7 days. 
period, Ness and Wilcox [1963] performed a time cross-correlation 
between the interplanetary magnetic f i e l d  orientation observed on 
DIP-I and the  solar photospheric f ie ld  orientation obtained frm 
magnetographs taken a t  Mt. Wilson. Their findings show a strong 
Over approximately the same 2-1/2 month thre 
correspondence for a 4.5 A 0.5 day lag from the central  meridian i 
passage of a given photospheric f i e l d  configuration t o  a correspond- . 
ing interplanetary f i e l d  configuration observed on IMP-I. This 
lag i s  quite consistent with the propagation time detefmined from 
< 
the average solar wind velocity and evidently lends substantial  
support t o  the interplanetary solar w i n d  and magnetic f ield m o d e l  
proposed by Parker [l958]. 
It seems apparent from the  interplanetary data that rapid (period 
l e s s  than 5 minutes) small-amplitude f luctuat ions were a l w a y s  present 
i n  the veloci ty  of t he  solar wind even during geomagnetically quiet  
periods. These f luctuat ions increased i n  amplitude, however, during 
geomagnetic storms. 
more rapid than the 5-minute complete cycle time of the plasma prohe. 
The cause of these velocity fluctuations i s  not completely clear but 
The frequency of these f luctuat ions were apparently 
they may be associated, i n  par t ,  with smal l  scale  variations of temper- 
ature i n  the solar  corona. It i s  l ikely,  however, that t h i s  coronal 
f i n e  s t ructure  i s  appreciably altered i n  propagating over a distance 
of 1 AU. The consequences of these veloci ty  f luctuat ions are a l so  
unclear at this time; however, they undoubtedly have a profound e f f ec t  
on the charac te r i s t ics  of the t rans i t ion  region. More specif ical ly ,  
and s t a b i l i t y  of a co l l i s ion less  magnetohydrodynamic bow shock premun- 
ably associated with the  outer boundmy of the  t r ans i t i on  region (see 
next section) 
The interplanetary data and the  discussion presented thus far 
axe m e a n t  t o  provide the  input information f o r  the t r ans i t i on  region 
and thereby give a bas is  f o r  i t s  discussion. 
t he  geophysical response t o  the  dynamic character of the  interplanet-  
ary solar wind will be discussed i n  another report. 
A detailed s t u d y  of 
2. Discussion of Transition Region Observations 
Although the first traversal  of the magnetopause was  evidently 
made w i t h  the search c o i l  experiment on the  Pioneer I space probe 
[Sonett e t  d., 19601.1; Sonett e t  d., 196Oa], command interruptions 
of the telemetry signals precluded observation of the magnetopause 
i tself ,  and only the  regular f i e l d s  of the magnetosphere and the 
turbulent f ields of the t ransi t ion region were observed. The first  
recurrent detection of the boundary was  obtained with the Explorer 12 
magnetometer experiment reported by Cahill and Amazeen C19631. 
more detailed map of the magnetic boundary of the magnetosphere was 
acquLred with the IMP-I magnetometer [Ness e t  al., 19641. From the  
standpoint of the solar wind and its relat ion t o  the magnetopause, 
c la r i f ica t ion  was  begun with the  plasma observations on Explorer 10 
iBonetti e t  ai., LYOJJ and wial*ei= 14 [VGHS GES SKL-~-Z, 19641. 
Today the region of trapping f o r  superthermal and high energy pa r t i c l e s  
i s  known from the extensive mapping carried out by Frank e t  al., 119631 
with a variety of detectors on Ekplorers 12 and 14. Within t h i s  space, 
the  regular magnetosphere, we have found no detectable flux of low 
energy ions. 
A 
- - / e l  
From th is  we are able t o  deduce that the omnidirectional 
flux i n  the instrumental energy range must have been below the values 
from 7.2 x io4 sec ev f o r  6OO-ev protons t o  1.1 x lo4 cmm2 
sec-’ for  4000-e~ protons. 
-1 -1 
One of the major resu l t s  from the IMP-I satellite has been the  
mapping of the extent of the t ransi t ion region and i ts  outer limits. 
This mapping has resulted from observations made by several of the 
-. 
instruments aboard the spacecraft and the results have sometimes l ed  
t o  different  inferences, t h i s  experiment being no exception. 
i n  view of some of the  differ ing definit ions of the t r ans i t i on  region 
which are now i n  vogue, taken as our c r i t e r i a  the  breadth of the  ion 
energy spectrum and the variations i n  the  angle of incidence of the  
We have, 
flux. The extent of the  t r a n s i t i o n  region has been mapped i n  terms 
of the contrast  between these quantit ies when observed i n  different  
regions of space. 
magnetosphere defined i t s  extent. 
erably more d i f f i c u l t  t o  assess, as a d i s t inc t  t rans i t ion  was not a l w a y s  
evident according t o  the  c r i te r ion  of a sudden change i n  plasma entropy. 
For example, the lack of measurable flux i n  the 
The outer boundary w a s  often consid- 
Using the  stated c r i t e r i a ,  however, we have p lo t ted  i n  Figure 15 6 . 1 5  
the  extent of the t r ans i t i on  region fo r  each of t he  o r b i t a l  passes, 
rm-- ---Le- ....:J-:-- 
A U C  CAbA.CJIUbJ.CD & the solid lints represer?t th,- ~ ~ ~ T t T o ~ s  nf the 
boundaries that confine the t rans i t ion  region. 
show the boundary limits fo r  those passes i n  which the termination 
of the t r ans i t i on  region w a s  uncertain. 
by locating the t r ans i t i on  region i n  t e r m s  of geocentric distance 
and solar oriented ec l ip t i c  longitude. 
account f o r  t he  l a t i t ude  of the spacecraft during i ts  t r ave r sa l  
through this  region. Superimposed on the  data i s  the  theore t ica l  
gasdynamic standing shock wave expected t o  form f o r  the  high k c h  
number flow of the  solar wind and associated blunt body shape of t he  
magnetosphere. 
Spreiter and Jones [1963] and a r e  calculated fo r  a solar wind velocity 
of 600 km/sec, a density of 2.5 protons ~ r n - ~ ,  a tangent ia l  magnetic 
f i e l d  of 2 gamma, and an Alfvgn Mach nuniber of 8.71. 
The dashed l i n e s  
This p l o t  w a s  derived 
It therefore does not 
These theoret ical  curves are taken f romthe  work of 
Two shock w a v e s  
are shown corresponding t o  two possible values for  the r a t i o  of 
specific heats, 7 ,  of the incident gas. 
the  boundary of the magnetosphere flares out from the s&solar point  
and ultimately becomes approximately p a r a l l e l  t o  the earth-sun l ine .  
The mean standoff distance of the  outer boundary of t he  t r a n s i t i o n  
region f rom the magnetopause appears t o  be 4 t o  5 earth radii at  the 
subsolar point and increases w i t h  increasing angle from the subsolar 
point. 
Note from Figure 15 that 
The later o rb i t s  i n  Figure 13 reveal a systematic difference i n  
This is  magnetopause locations between outbound and inbound passes. 
perhaps suggestive of the curvature of t he  magnetosphere about the 
earth-sun l ine .  In  order t o  investigate the  poss ib i l i t y  of an asym- 
metry i n  t h e  gross st ructure  of the magnetosphere, the t r a n s i t i o n  
region bouniiary crossings (miti 
were rotated i n t o  the  e c l i p t i c  
jec t ion  on the earth-sun l ine.  
seen i n  Figure 16. Inspection 
closer  agreement i n  successive 
A L -  - - - - -^La-. . -  --:..+ 
bile GULulC:GL4J.U& )rUAAAU6 the crbftc) 
about t h e i r  respective points  of pro- 
The results of t h i s  ro ta t ion  are 
of t h i s  figure shows the somewhat 
magnetopause t raversa ls  suggesting 
cyl indr ica l  symmetry of the magnetosphere about the earth-sun line, 
a t  l e a s t  at  angles not too  large from the ec l ip t i c .  
agreement i s  not necessarily t o  be expected because of t rans ien t  
nature of the  boundary as w a s  observed par t icu lar ly  i n  the  later 
Any closer 
o r b i t s  where the spacecraft w a s  on the night side of the earth. 
Any fur ther  correction t o  the  posit ions of the boundaries seems 
unwarranted i n  view of t h i s  t ransient  behavior. Tables 1 and 2 l i s t  
the locat ions of the magnetopause and the  outer boundaqy of the  
t rans i t ion  region observed by the  plasma probe on IMP-I through 
the first 30 orbits.  The locations are given in terms of geocentric 
distance i n  ear th  radii, universal t i m e ,  and geographic coordinates. 
The locations of the t ransi t ion region as defined by our results 
have been compared on corresponding orb i ta l  passes t o  the observations 
of energetic electrons (E > 45 kev) on IMP-I as reported by Anderson 
e t  al. 119651. 
nearest the  subsolar point)  show good correlation between the  plasma 
f l o w  cutoff and the beginning of a well-defined trapping region. 
Sporadic electron fluxes substantially above the interplanetary back- 
ground (but w e l l  below the levels of the outer radiation zone) were 
also reported [Anderson e t  al., 19651 a t  locations both in and beyond 
the  t rans i t ion  region deduced from the  plasma data. The above seemed 
All of the early inbound passes reported (passes 
I bme iJ.resTe&ive ol" t h e  s-iLI1-ea-Jbh=pr&"vz W L S ;  hah-e-"-eT , energetic 
electrons i n  and beyond the t ransi t ion region appear much more profuse 
a t  larger  angles from the subsolar point. 
interpreted by Anderson e t  al, [19653 as trapped electrons which had 
been 'sloughed off '  the magnetosphere. Their pr incipal  argument f o r  
th i s  seemed t o  be the consistent observation of a decreased amplitude 
of the  isolated electron peaks w i t h  increasing distance upstream from 
the magnetopause. 
--- Scarf e t al. [1965] proposed that the  expected high electron t o  
These sporadic fluxes were 
ion temperature r a t i o  would cause the  t rans i t ion  region t o  become 
unstable with respect t o  the production of ion acoustic waves. They 
f'urther suggest t h a t  the resulting e l ec t r i c  f i e l d  osci l la t ions could 
accelerate solar  wind electrons t o  high energies by means of the 
cyclotron resonance. In view of the high degree of turbulence of 
the ion component of the plasma i n  the t rans i t ion  region which we 
have observed on IMP-I, the above seems t o  be a plausible alternate 
t o  the  suggestions of Anderson et  al. [1965] regarding these electron 
fluxes. As suggested by Scarf et  al. [1965], the  higher amplitude 
electron peaks observed near the  magnetospheric boundary might s i m p l y  
represent the  most probable region of ion wave dissipation. 
It is  interest ing t o  note tha t  the  results of Anderson e t  al. 
[1965] show that fo r  the second inbound pass of IMP-I, which was 
subsequent t o  the large disturbance of December 2, 1.963, the t ransi-  
t i o n  region w a s  copiously f i l l e d w i t h  energetic electrons. This is  
contrasted t o  the  observations two orb i t s  later during the fourth 
inbound pass which reveaied ilot o n l y  the h c k  of ZESEKLCIX electrm 
fluxes i n  the t rans i t ion  region but also an appreciable depletion of 
the  outer radiation zone. Anderson e t  al. 119651 at t r ibuted the  
appearance of their data on the fourth inbound pass t o  a weakened 
magnetospheric source which could not supply observable fluxes of 
electrons t o  the  t rans i t ion  region. I n  comparison, the plasma data 
showed that during the fourth inbound pass of IMP-I there was  no 
observable ion flux above 600 ev/unit charge i n  either interplanetary 
space or i n  the  t rans i t ion  region. The only evidence of a t rans i t ion  
region during the fourth inbound pass w a s  a moderate f lux  of ions 
within the  25-to 100-volt range observed i n  the  background channel. 
It i s  therefore a l ternat ively suggested that because of the weak 
34 
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character of the solar wind a s  evidenced by i t s  very low velocity, 
there w a s  insufficient electron acceleration i n  the t rans i t ion  
region t o  produce observable high energy electron fluxes. 
fur ther  suggested that solar wind electrons, accelerated i n  the 
t rans i t ion  region and subsequently injected in to  the magnetosphere, 
are  a pr incipal  source fo r  the outer radiation zone. Thus the depleted 
character of the outer zone observed by Anderson e t  al. [1965] on the 
fourth inbound pass of IMP-I might s imply  be the result of the outer 
zone lo s s  r a t e  being greater t h a n  the injection rate from the  t ransient  
region at that time. 
It i s  
Although charged par t ic le  injection might occur anywhere along 
the magnetopause, it i s  conceivable that it could occur more readily 
along the t a i l  of the magnetosphere where the  magnetic f i e l d  i s  
expected t o  be %?E&. 
this possibi l i ty .  
t ransient  behavior of the magnetopause at large sun-earth-probe angles, 
par t icu lar ly  a t  angles greater than 90'. 
of the  magnetosphere boundary a t  these large angles w a s  a l s o  observed 
by Bonetti e t  al. [1963] on Explorer 10. 
w i t h  the observation of a highlyturbulent t rans i t ion  region on some 
of the very last  passes of IMP-I out of the magnetosphere a t  sun- 
earth-probe angles exceeding l2Oo. It i s  proposed that the high 
plasma temperature and magnetopause in s t ab i l i t y  suggested by the  
above observations , cambined w i t h  the  expected weak magnetic f ie ld ,  
might allow the injection of charged par t ic les  along the  t a i l  of the 
Pzc &ser~&ions hy the plasma probe support 
The f i rs t  pertinent observation w a s  the frequently 
The apparent rapid motion 
The second i s  concerned 
. .  i I ’  
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! . .  magnetosphere t o  take place more easi ly  than a t  the nose where the 
I f i e l d  would be stronger and where the boundary has been observed t o  
be f a i r l y  stable. 
The location of isolated peaks of electrons with E > 30 kev 
observed by Fan e t  al. [1964] on IMP-I were a l so  compared t o  our 
observations. These peaks of energetic electrons were reported as 
possibly being accounted fo r  by the acceleration of lower energy 
electrons by the coll isionless magnetohydrodynamic standing shock 
which presumably defines the outer boundary-of the t ransi t ion region. 
From this data Fan e t  al. [1964] located the wave front by the posi- 
t i on  of the electron peak farthest  upstream. The shock posit ion 
defined i n  t h i s  way does not seem t o  correlate w e l l  with the outer 
boundary of the t ransi t ion region as determined by the plasma data. 
Out of 32 passes reported by Fm e t  e. [196k! r?nU 7 show the outer- 
most peak of electrons to coincide within 0.5 earth radius t o  the 
outer boundary of the transit ion region as defined by our previously 
stated c r i t e r i a .  
f a r  upstream from th i s  boundary, It seems more plausible tha t  these 
energetic electrons may be the result of loca l  acceleration processes 
which owe the i r  origin t o  the turbulence i n  the t ransi t ion region 
i t s e l f ,  as discussed previously. 
In some cases these electron spikes are reported 
The i n i t i a l  resu l t s  of the IMP-I magnetometer experiment, as 
reported by Ness e t  al. [1964], consistently revealed a region of 
magnetic turbulence between the termination of the earth’s regular 
magnetic f ie ld  andtthe relatively smooth fields encountered i n  
interplanetary space. The outer boundary of t h i s  region of magnetic 
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turbulence was noted by the  rather sharp change i n  amplitude of the 5.46 
minute variances i n  the components of the ambient magnetic f i e l d  and 
was  interpreted by Ness e t  al. [1964] 
l e s s  magnetohydrodynamic shock wave. 
as evidence fo r  a collision- 
Comparison of available data showed that within 0.5 earth radius 
the outer boundary of the t ransi t ion region, as determined by the 
plasma data, corresponded i n  location t o  the outer boundary of mag- 
net ic  turbulence [Ness e t  &., 19641 f o r  approximately 798 of the 
passes of IMP-I. 
[1964] from the IMP-I magnetic f i e ld  experiment, were compared t o  
the point at  which plasma flow stopped on each pass of the satel- 
l i t e  and were found t o  agree within 0.5 earth radius 648 of the 
time. 
t'nere w a s  iij.sa,greeasi~t bstTnc2:: c)1~r n h e r v ~ t ~ i n n s  and those of the 
magnetometer showed that, w i t h  the exception of a few anomalous cases, 
the majority of these passes exhibited a diff'use outer boundary t o  
the t ransi t ion region or a transient character i n  the location of the 
magnetopause. Although the  present agreement seems fairly good, it 
i s  suggested that the uncertainty i n  the application of the c r i t e r i a  
used t o  define the boundaries as observed by the various experiments 
w i l l ,  upon precise comparison and analysis, prove t o  be the cause of 
t he  majority of the present discrepancies. 
The magnetopause positions, reported by Ness e t  al. 
Caref'ul scrutiny of the plasma data f o r  those passes where 
In  addition t o  the curved plate  analyzer, the IMP-I satellite 
a l s o  carried a Faraday cup type plasma detector i n  i t s  experiment 
repertoire. 
Institute of Technology and the preliminary results were reported 
This experiment was conducted by the Massachusetts 
by Bri&e e t  al. [1964]. Our results agree i n  general with the MET 
r e su l t s  i n  most of the gross features of the data; however, there 
are  apparently significant differences i n  some of the f ine r  d e t a i l s  
of the plasma characterist ics.  For example, the extent and locat ion 
of the t rans i t ion  region as determined by these two plasma detectors 
seem t o  be i n  fairly good correspondence. Our data do not show, 
however, the hot isotropic flux of ions i n  the t r ans i t i on  region 
which BridPe e t  al. [1964] reported. Inspection of the t r ans i t i on  
region data i n  Figures 8 through 13 shows that although the ion flow 
direction tended t o  exhibit great var iab i l i ty ,  it i s  clear that the 
majority of the f lux  was contained within the angulaz extent defined 
by sector 2 (see Figure 6). An omnidirectional f l ux  of the magnitude 
reported by Bridge e t  a l .  [1964] would have resulted i n  our observa- 
t i o n  of approximately equal ion currents i n  a l l  three angular sectors. 
This w a s  c lear ly  not observed. 
apparently has consistently measured a lower solar wind velocity than 
has been observed by the curved plate  analyzer. 
planetary solar wind velocity as determined by the MIT Faraday cup 
during the f irst  2-1/2 months of s a t e l l i t e  l i f e  w a s  319 km/sec 
[a Wilcox, 19651. This i s  t o  be compared with the  average . 
veloci ty  of 378 km/sec determined by the  Ames plasma probe over the 
same time period. 
ra ther  s ignif icant  and apparently directed ion f l u x  observed within 
the magnetosphere. 
detector. 
In  addition, the Ea plasma probe 
The average inter-  
The MIT data a l so  show [Br idge  e t  al., 19641 a 
This a l so  was not observed by the curved p l a t e  
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Although the two instruments functioned quite differently,  t h e i r  
operational differences evidently cannot account fo r  the observed dis- 
crepancies i n  the results.  
uncovered any clear explanation f o r  the apparent observational dif- 
ferences between these two plasma probes. 
the resul ts  of the Ames plasma experiment on IMP-I, it i s  clear that 
there w a s  good agreement with the previous resu l t s  of curved p la te  
plasma probes on both Explorer 14 [Wolfe and Silva, 19641 and 
Mariner 2 [Newebauer and Snyder, 19621. 
t o  have been excellent correspondence with the magnetic f i e l d  spiral 
angle and central  meridian lag  of photospheric f i e l d  configurations 
determined by Ness and Wilcox [19651 from IMP-I magnetometer data. 
Investigations conducted t o  date have not 
In  strpport, however, of 
I n  addition, there seems 
It i s  apparent that the mean shape of the outer boundary of the 
b r - t t r i s i b i u i i  I c~~~~~ -;cry clcsely resembles the calculated shock front  . 
The very sudden disorder of the plasma ions on many passes, such as 
the thirteenth,  f i f teenth,  and seventeenth, strongly suggests w h a t  
one might expect for  a high Mach number shock. 
many details of the data which need t o  be explained. 
a simple shock theory does not account for  the rather diffuse char- 
ac te r  of the outer boundary for  more than half of the passes and the 
frequent appearance of energetic electrons [Fan e t  al., 1964; Anderson 
e t  al., 19651 upstream from the  outer boundary of the t ransi t ion 
region. Although these features do not rule out the existence, at  
least pa r t  of the time, of a magnetohydrodynamic shock wave, great 
care must be u t i l i zed  i n  attempting any simple extrapolation of 
col l is ion dominated gas kinetic shock theory. 
I - - -  - A = - -  -,--2-- 
There are, however, 
For example, 
It seems clear, i n  
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any instance, t ha t  the  high velocity flow of solax wind xust be 
deflected around the magnetosphere i n  some complicated manner and, 
indeed, t h i s  i s  indicated by a l l  the available evidence as w e l l  as 
common sense. 
c r i t e r i a  of a shock wave, must generate entropy. 
think of some means of destroying order other than a simple co l l i s iona l  
process which must be ruled out i n  th is  instance. 
might include the  generation of electromagnetic and hydromagnetic 
radiation. 
some such process. 
simple Rankine-Hugoniot equations, together with a rudimentary equation 
of state, should sa t i s fy  the  problem of a co l l i s ion less  magnetohydro- 
dynamic shock as well as seems t o  be the case [Sonett e t  al., 19643. 
This i s  especially surprising i n  v i e w  of tne differ ing equatiwiis 02 
s t a t e  tht probably apply t o  the flow on the upstream and downstream sides  
of the  shock wave and the unsteady character of the  solar wind i tself .  
Lastly, since several  modes o f  propagation are available i n  an aniso- 
t rop ic  medium, such as the magnetoionic one being considered here, both 
the  mode of propagation and the appropriate Mach number mst be considered. 
Since the  slow mode requires that  t h e  f i e l d  and gas have pressure jumps 
i n  opposite senses and since t h e  Alfv6n mode i s  incompressible 
[Anderson, 19631, it appears correct t o  u t i l i z e  the fast mode group 
velocity.  
f o r  the l o c a l  propagation velocity t o  be exceeded by the  f l o w  velocity. 
Since this depends upon direction with respect t o  the  loca l  magnetic 
Such a plasma deflection, i n  order t o  s a t i s f y  the  
It is  plausible t o  
More exotic processes 
The kind of data presently available seems t o  point t o  
What i s  most remarkable i s  that the r e l a t ive ly  
Then f o r  the flow t o  be supersonic it is simply necessary 
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f ie ld ,  it might be expected that the loca l  Mach n M e r  for  the flow 
w i l l  vary depending upon location over the shock face. 
sion i s  i n  agreement with the magnetohydrodynamic generalization of 
the Rankine-Hugoniot equations found fo r  the October 7, 1962, event 
[Sonett e t  al., 19641 where the fas t  mode shock w a s  a necessary condi- 
t i on  fo r  a post shock Mach number < 1. 
This conclu- 
Although it i s  somewhat diff icul t  t o  support the view of a, 
e t  a l .  [I9641 regarding the shock aspects of t he i r  electron pulses, 
there a re  many features of our data which support the applicabili ty 
of the suggestions of Axford [1962] and of 
aerodynamic calculations of Spreiter and Jones [1963] which a l l  pre- 
d ic t  the formation of a bow shock upstream from the magnetupause. 
In contrast t o  the above, there are many features of the IMP-I data 
that support the  picture of a broad disordered region between the 
earth's f i e l d  and the interplanetary medium as proposed by Bernstein 
- 0  e t  a1 [1964] and discussed more recently by Scarf e t  al. [1965], 
which evidently precludes the formation of a shock front. 
[1962] and the 
I n  l i gh t  of our IMP-I results and other presently available 
data, it seems pragmatic t o  suppose that the solar wind w i t h  i t s  
embedded magnetic f i e l d  may be only  marginally capable of producing 
a detached shock wave. 
that a shock wave may form only under the special conditions of higher 
f lux  and velocity present during more disturbed periods. 
If this  i s  so, then it appears reasonable 
In  any event, a l l  available data point t o  the extreme complexity 
of a t rans i t ion  region dominated by phenomena such as  loca l  accelera- 
t ion ,  injection and diffusion of high energy electrons, twisted magnetic 
f i e lds ,  turbulent plasma f l a w ,  and probably a great var ie ty  of wave 
phenomena. 
which minor solar  ac t iv i ty  can evidently a l t e r  dras t ica l ly  the  char- 
a c t e r i s t i c s  of this region. 
measurements of t rans i t ion  region phenomena w i l l  be required in order 
t o  shed l i g h t  on i ts  t rue  nature. 
Perhaps even of more importance i s  the apparent ease with 
It seems clear that a great many detailed 
The authors wish t o  thank M. Bader, R. C. Hedlund, and the person- 
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h i s  assistance i n  preparing the machine program f o r  the  reduction of 
We are indebted t o  H. Tashjian fo r  
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TABU 1. The magnetopause location and the posit ion of the  outer boundary of the 
f .  
t rans i t ion  region for the first t h i r t y  outbound passes i n  earth radii, 
universal time (day-hour) , and geographic coordinates. 
Outbound Passe s 
Magnetopause Boundary Outer Termination of Transition Region 
Iat. Long. Geocentric Time Geocentric 
Iat* I;ong* Distance (Re) Time Orbit Distance (R,) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
12.2 
10.9 
10.9 
11.3 
12.0 
10.7 
11.7 
13.0 
U.9 
13.1 
14.4 
12.3 
16 . 1- 
17.7 
331-0825 -31.9 -4.1 
335-0455 -32.3 41.6 
339-0215 -32.0 77.5 
001-0845 -312 -43.0 
005-0650 -30.6 -15.8 
009-0230 -31.7 41.7 
013-0310 -30.1 34.3 
013-0445 -29.6 13.0 
16 . 9- 
17.1 
15 . 1- 
16.1 
13 . 6- 
14.0 
16.4 
-, 15.0 I- 
18.6 
16.7 
17.7 
17.0- 
17.4 
18.8- 
20.5 
18.8- 
24.5 
13 -8- 
17.4 
20.. 5- 
20.8 
331-1230 
331-1245 
335-0015 
335-0910 
33% 0415 
339- 0435 
343-0350 
w 147- 0000 
351- 0105 
354-2010 
358-1820 
362-1300 
362-1525 
001-1410 
001-1615 
005-1115 
005-1910 
009-0340 
009-0700 
013-0800 
013- 0825 
-30.3 
-30.2 
-30.8 
-30.5 
-31.1 
-31.0 
-30.2 
-31.0 
-29.5 
-30 1 
-29.8 
-29 09 
-29.8 
-29.2 
-28.6 
-29.1 
-27.1 
-31.1 
-29.8 
-28 . 6 
-28 . 5 
-57.5 
-60.9 
-0.1 
-12.4 
53 -1 
48.8 
60.1 
112 . 1 
96.6 
163 7 
-171.1 
-125.9 
-131 . 6 
-115.0 
-144.1 
-75 1 
173 0 
27.2 
-16.9 
-32.0 
-37.8 
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TABLE 1. (Concluded) 
Outbound Passes 
.. 
Magnetopause Boundary Outer Termination of Transit ion Region 
Geocentric Ge  oc ent ri c 
Time Iat. Iong. Distance (Re) Time lato brig. Orbit Distance (% 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
14.7 
16 . 3- 
16.7 
15.8- 
16.5 
15.5 
14.9 
17.6 
17.7 
19.7 
18.7 
19.5 
20.6 
21.7 
25.9 
22 . 6- 
23.9 
- < 30.7 
26.7 
30.7 
30.2 
016-2255 -30.5 91.6 
020-2130 -30.0 111.9 
020-2155 -29.8 106.3 
024-1820 -30.2 154.9 
024-1900 - 29.9 146.0 
028-1515 -30.1 -163.5 
032-1140 -30.3 -114.8 
032-1420 -29.4 -130.3 
0 3 6  1140 -29 . 6 -113 . 5 
040-1125 -28.7 -1U. 1 
044-0715 -29.1 -53.9 
048-0513 -28.9 -26.4 
052-0355 
056- 0240 
060-0620 
063-2210 
064-0015 
068-1620 
072- 0010 
076-1020 
080-0510 
-28.4 
-27.9 
-26.2 
-27 7 
-27.1 
-23 .o 
-25.7 
-22.9 
-23.3 
-8.6 
7.7 
-46.3 
69 ..1 
39.4 
163 . 4 
36.2 
-114 . 3 
-41 . 4 
19.0- 
a . 3  
22.8 
22.2- 
23.9 
22.8- 
25.7 
25 3- 
26.9 
26 . 7- 
28.1 
26.4 
30.3 
31 3- 
31.5 
> 31.5 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
017-0315 -29.0 33.3 
017-0610 -28.2 -7.4 
021-0523 -27.7 2.0 
025- 0150 
025-0425 
028-2353 
029-0455 
033- 0105 
03 3- 0425 
n9-7 m i 5  WJ 1 =.VIA, 
037-0435 
040-2200 
043-0645 
049-1050 
049-1450 
-27.8 
-27.2 
-27.5 
-26.4 
-26.3 
-25.9 
2h;o 
-25.3 
-26.0 
-23.7 
-22.5 
-21 7 
51.3 
14.5 
76.7 
5.2 
58.3 
10.2 
54.0 
5.7 
98.4 
-31.3 
-93.6 
-152.2 
TABLE 2. The magnetopause locat ion and the posi t ion of the  outer boundary of the 
t r ans i t i on  region for the  first t h i r t y  inbound passes i n  ea r th  r a d i i ,  
universal  time (day-hour) , and geographic coordinates. 
Inbound Passes 
Magnetopause Boundary Outer Termination of Transit ion Region 
Geocentric 
Time Iat. Long. 
Geocentric 
Orbit Distance (Re) Time Long* Distance (Fb) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
11.1 
10 . 3- 
10.4 
11.1 
11.0 
12.1 
8.3 
10.3- 
11.6 
9.2 
13.3 
11.6 
9.9 
10.6 
8.4 
12.8 
334-1900 -9.5 -110.3 
338-1645 -8.4 -78.4 
338-1640 -8.6 -77.4 
342-1320 -9.2 -32.3 
346-1050 -8.5 1.4 
350-0725 -9.3 48.0 
354-0700 -4.1 58.7 
358-0255 -7.0 111.3 
358-0200 -8.6 122.5 
362-0100 -5.1 139.0 
365-1915 -10.0 -145. 
004-1735 -8.2 -l21.7 
008-1605 -5.6 -100.1 
012-1300 -6.0 -58.0 
016-1125 -2.6 -32.5 
020-0530 -8.5 42.8 
13.3 
12.1- 
13.1 
14 . 3- 
16.1 
14.8 
15.2- 
16.2 
10. g- 
12.0 
14.6- 
15.0 
14.4 
16.1 
16.3 
13 09 
16.2- 
18.1 
15.2 
16.9 
334-1720 
338-1530 
338- 1445 
342- 1050 
342-0915 
346-0750 
- rn  nl,cn 32u- wr/v 
350-0355 
354-0520 
354- 0430 
357-2340 
357-2315 
361-2110 
365- 1645 
004- 1335 
008-1310 
012-0820 
012-0625 
016-0620 
020-0150 
-11.6 
-10.4 
-11.3 
-12.2 
-13 5 
-12.1 
-12.1 
-12.8 
-7.9 
-9.2 
-11.4 
-11.7 
-11.0 
-12.3 
-12.4 
-9.9 
-11.6 
-13.0 
-10.8 
-12.0 
-88.8 
-62.8 
-53 .I 
0.3 
21.9 
40.7 
e292 
94.7 
77.8 
88.2 
153.1 
158 7 
-172.7 
-112 . 2 
-68.6 
-63.2 
3 -1 
29.6 
30.8 
92.1 
* .  
Table 2. (Concluded) 
. .  Inbound Passes 
Magnetopause Boundary Outer Termination of Transition Region 
Geocentric Geocentric 
Time Iat. Long. 
Distance (Re) Orb it Time Iat. Long. Distance (Re) 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
9.4 
13.2 
11.3 
14.8 
11.0 
10.7 
11.2- 
14.6 
11.6 
17.6 
15.4 
20.4 
17.0- 
21.3 
22.1- 
26.3 
19 3- 
24.9 
23 7- 
27.1 
< -23.8 
02b0510 -4.1 50.7 
02772335 -8.7 123.6 
031-2205 -6.5 145.7 
035-1635 -9.6 -141.8 
034-1410 -4.8 -105.6 
047-1055 -5.4 -62.2 
047-0815 -9.0 -27.6 
051-0755 -5.7 -21.9 
034-2350 -11.1 87.2 
058-2300 
062-1453 
066-1610 
066-1110 
070-0705 
069-2330 
074-0755 
073-2350 
077-2315 
077-1640 
081-2020 
-9.4 
-12.7 
-9.9 
-12.9 
-13.4 
-16.0 
-11.4 
-15.0 
-14 . 1 
-16.3 
-14.0 
98.5 
-150.3 
-168.8 
-98 3 
-41.7 
62.9 
-55.5 
60.3 
66.3 
161 . 8 
106.3 
16.4 
19.2 
15.7 
19 5- 
23 05 
22.0 
20 . 3- 
24.7 
23 .2 
023-2335 
027-1745 
031-1825 
03 5- 1140 
035-0610 
039-0545 
043-0500 
042- 2225 
046- 2205 
-11.4 
-13.3 
-10.8 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the NASA/Ames plasma probe showing 
the ion optics and electronics. 
Figure 2. Nominal ion acceptance energy per u n i t  charge 85 a function 
of s tep nuniber. 
Figure 3. Configuration of entrance aperture, analyzer plates ,  and 
collector showing the disposit ion w i t h  respect t o  the  
IMP-I spacecraft equatorial and polar planes. 
Figure 4. Typical 9 acceptance curve fo r  a beam potent ia l  of 
600 vol t s  and 0 set equal t o  zero. 
Figure 5. Plasma probe angular acceptance fan and orientation with 
respect t o  the IMP-I spacecraft. 
Figure 6. Data acquisit ion and timing diagram showing the azimuthal 
sector widths and locations w i t h  respect t o  the  
spacecraft- sun l ine.  
Figure 7. IMP-I equatorial  plane and noon meridian plane orb i t  
projections and positions of apogee fo r  the f i rs t  
seventeen orb i t  s. 
Figure 8. Data obtained during the second outbound pass of the 
IMP-I s a t e l l i t e  showing the observed incident ion current 
i n  the three azimuthal sectors f o r  the four lowest 
energy s t eps  as  a function of universal time and 
geocentric distance i n  ear th  radii. 
Figure 9. 
Figure 10. 
Data for the th i rd  outbound orbi t .  
Data fo r  the th i rd  inbound orbi t .  
. i r-_. . ._ . . 
I 
Figure 11. Data for the seventeenth inbound pass showing the outer 
boundary of the t ransi t ion region a t  15.7 earth radi i  
and the magnetopause a t  11.3  earth radi i .  
Figure 12. Data for the thirteenth inbound pass showing the outer 
boundary of the t ransi t ion region at  15.2 earth r a d i i  
and the magnetopause a t  8.4 earth rad i i .  
Figure 13. Data for the f i f teenth inbound pass showing the outer 
boundary of the t ransi t ion region a t  16.4 earth radii 
and the magnetopause a t  9.4 earth radi i .  
Figure 14. The average energy spectrum over the ent i re  t rans i t ion  
region during the seventeenth inbound pass. 
w a s  obtained i n  sector 2 (solar sector) w i t h  the  energy 
window widths depicted by the width of the bars. 
The data 
Figure 15. Transition region traversals shown i i l r  the DE'-I. whit 
plane w i t h  t w o  shock locations for 
and magnetopause location for a plasma velocity of 
600 km/sec, density 2.5 protons/cm3, magnetic f i e l d  
5y ,  and Alfve'n Mach number of 8.7. 
7 = 2 and 7 = 5/3 
Figure 16. Transition region traversals rotated in to  the ec l ip t i c  
about t he i r  projections on the earth-sun l ine.  
i 
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